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DETOX 

DETOX MASSAGE 
Detox and recoup with this moderate pressure, and energizing techniques, 
using rich blend of essential oils to encourage detoxiÿcation that 
is designed to stimulate metabolism. 

DETOX BODY 
Purify inside out with a full body AHA peel, massage and wrap. 
This systemic detox drains tissues and boosts the body's natural 
detoxiÿcation systems. 

DAILY DETOX FACIAL 
Detox the skin from pollution and treat impurities and imperfections 
with corrective e°cacy of AHAs and a customized selection of boosters 
Performed with SKIN REGIMEN products. 
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600 I 60 minutes 

800 I 90 minutes 

1200 I 120 minutes 

HAMMAM RITUALS 

AKOYA PEARL 
Cleanse, purify and exfoliate body and face - a traditional hammam 
experience with black soap, Keesa glove, Miel d’Ambre and an ancient 
stretching ritual. 

BASRA PEARL 
a full body hammam ritual included nourishing hair treatment, complete 
this Hammam experience with a purifying mask to boost the skin radiance 
whilst being cocooned in a beautifully rich rose body cream that completes 
your top to toe treatment. 

BAROQUE PEARL 
The ultimate Hammam experience, Includes full traditional Hammam 
experience followed by Tekmida treatment massage, designed to relieve 
tension and rebalance energy ˛ow. 
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60 I 90 minutes 

660 I 890 

630 I 840 

680 I 910 

660 I 890 

660 I 890 

MASSAGE 

GO DEEP 
Boost energy with this full body massage. Combining deep pressure and 
targeting the deeper muscle layers to release tension, using a rich blend 
of essential oils and recovery cream to aid in muscle relaxation. 

DE-STRESS 
Revive tired muscles with this moderate pressure massage targeting the prime 
areas of stress and providing profound tension relief using a blend of essential 
oils and releasing tension techniques 

RESET 
Relax and recover using moderate to light pressure massage designed 
to for a better sleep and to gently unknot muscles using a Tranquillity 
Essential Oil Blend to e˝ectively induce a state of deep rest. Ideal as 
jet lag recovery. 

DETOX 
Detox and recoup with this moderate pressure, and energizing techniques, 
using rich blend of essential oils to encourage detoxiÿcation that 
is designed to stimulate metabolism. 

NURTURE 
A gentle elasticizing, nurturing massage, perfect during pregnancy as 
well as post-pregnancy. It reduces swelling, improves circulation and 
contributes to skin silkiness and tone. A˙er the ÿrst trimester only.) 
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60 I 90 minutes 

680 I 910 

30 I 60 minutes 

350 I 520 

60 I 90 minutes 

680 910 

MASSAGE 

THAI 
Keep it traditional with this ancient healing oil free massage combining 
broad and targeted acupressure & manipulation. Performed on Thai 
˛oor bed. 

REFLEXOLOGY 
Foot re˛exology massage using a lavender infused oils and pressure point to 
promote the release of blockages and healing to help aid in wellbeing. 

MAROC MAROC CANDLE MASSAGE 
Inspired by ancient Moroccan secret to heal the body and relax the spirit, 
this treatment indulges in an overall feeling of wellbeing as the warmed 
candle melts to oil releasing the amber, vanilla and musk oil that work to 
nourish, invigorate and calm with every massage stroke. 
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60 I 90 minutes 

680 I 910 
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BELLABACI CUPPING THERAPIES 

BELLABACI STRESS NO MORE 
Stress No More with a relaxing full body therapy carefully designed 
to relieve tension using a combination of cupping and hands-on 
massage using a blend of essential oils to create deep relaxation. 
This ritual includes pressure point cupping and cup placements 
for optimal well- being. 

BELLABACI MUSCLE RECOVERY 
Bellabaci sports complex therapy carefully designed to aid in muscle 
relaxation and removal of stillness using a combination of cupping and 
hands-on massage using a blend of essential oils designed to recover 
your muscles. This ritual includes pressure point cupping and cup 
placements for optimal well- being. 
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80 

100 

150 15 minutes 

350 30 minutes 

ENHANCEMENTS 

MELT 
Melt away tension with the warmth of volcanic hot stones, the perfect 
addition to any massage. 

REVITALIZE 
Revitalize and so˙en hands or feet with an exfoliation that improves 
hydration, brightness and suppleness. 

HAIR MASK 
Visibly strengthen damaged hair with a hair treatment that brings so˙ness, 
shine and tone. 

MORE MASSAGE 
Add more massage; ask about adding 30 minutes of additional time. 
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720 60 minutes 

850 75 minutes 

720 60 minutes 

850 75 minutes 

720 60 minutes 

720 60 minutes 

FACE 

PRESCRIPTION FACIAL 
Fully customized Facial to whatever your skin needs most; hydration, deep 
cleansing, age protection or sensitivity. 
Performed with [ comfort zone ] products 

REWIND FACIAL 
Plump, li˙, ÿrm and restore your skin with this anti aging facial that is 
designed to so˙en lines, improve luminosity and vibrancy. Includes a 
double peel followed by a li˙ing mask for immediate results. 
Performed with [ comfort zone ] products 

DETOX FACIAL 
Detox the skin from pollution and treat impurities and imperfections with this 
deep cleansing treatment suited to all skin types. 
Performed with Skin Regimen products 

WOW’ SIGNATURE TRIPLE PEEL 
Super deep cleaning facial that includes three di̋ erent levels of exfoliation 
to gentle remove surface dryness and debris from the skin. 
Performed with LING Newyork products. 

SPARKLING OXYGEN MAKEOVER 
A therapeutic face, neck, and shoulder massage to relax, an organic apple 
peel to digest skin impurities, and a ÿrming and contouring for an instant 
non – invasive faceli̇  for glowing skin. 
Performed with LING Newyork products 

'C' THE DIFFERENCE ANTIOXIDANT 
An e˝ective brightening facial which targets uneven skin tone, pigmentation 
and age spots. 
Performed with LING Newyork products 
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150 

250 

150 15 minutes 

150 15 minutes 

ENHANCEMENTS 

EYE RECOVERY 
Triple action eye mask targeting dark circles, pu°ness and wrinkles 
that can be added to any treatment. 

GLOW PEEL 
Boost brightness, smoothness and luminosity with this active peel that 
can be added to the all Facials. 

CYRO STICK FACE MASSAGE 
Soothe and tighten the skin with cooling sensation that bring your skin back 
to life 

REFAIR & LIFT FACE MASASGE 
An instant glow and li̇  to your face with Bellabaci face cupping treatment 
targeted to your needs 
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650 60 minutes 

650 60 minutes 

650 60 minutes 

400 30 minutes 

BODY 

QUENCH 
Restore moisture balance revealing perfect tone and exceptional 
elasticity with this so˙ and creamy body mask. Ideal post sun exposure, 
and for dull and bumpy skin. 

DETOX 
Purify inside out with a full body AHA peel, massage and wrap. Systemic 
detox drains tissues and boosts the body's natural detoxiÿcation systems. 

SCULPT 
Lymatic draingage treatment that Remineralize, remodel and re-ÿrm – an 
intensive innovative body mask to reoxygenate a˙er sports and aid toxin 
elimination. 

GLOW 
Full body scrub and hydrating treatment to boost your natural glow. 
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100 

150 15 minutes 

150 15 minutes 

ENHANCEMENTS 

REVITALIZE 
Revitalize and so˙en hands or feet with an exfoliation that improves 
hydration, brightness and suppleness. 

HAIR MASK 
Visibly strengthen damaged hair with a hair treatment that brings so˙ness, 
shine and tone. 

CELLULITE TREATMENT 
Stimulate and reshaping on the silhouette and improve elasticity on the skin 
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180 15 minutes 

400 30 minutes 
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QUICK FIX MENU 
MASSAGE AND BODY 

QUICK FIX MASSAGE 
Melt away tension with the warmth of volcanic hot stones, the perfect 
addition to any massage. 

CELLULATE BE GONE 
The perfect combination of right blends Orange Peel, Buchu Leaf and 
coriander will help give you say goodbye to cellulite whilst supporting 
detoxifying of the body by activating and stimulating the lymphatic 
system 

STRETCH MARK TREATMENT 
Natural and e˝ective blend with argan oil, rosehip and silica to restore 
and gradually improve skin tone and appearance. Excellent to promote 
circulation, stimulate collagen whilst visibly 
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400 30 minutes 

150 15 minutes 

450 30 minutes 

450 30 minutes 

FACE 

BEAUTY BOOST 
No time, no problem. A fully customizable facial packed with vitamin 
boosters. 
Performed with [ comfort zone ] products 

BRIGHT EYES 
Triple action eye revitalization for dark circles, pu°ness and so˙ened 
ÿne lines. 

EXPRESS HYDRATE AND GO FACIAL 
An express treatment to immediately address lack of water in the skin, to help 
to slow down premature aging and relive dehydrated, ̨ aky skin. 
Performed with LING Newyork products. 

EXPRESS PURIFYING HERBAL FACIAL 
An express deep clean treatment to address congestion and blockages 
underneath the surface of the skin whilst also targeting lack of water, to help 
to slow down premature aging and relive dehydrated and reduce excess oil. 
Performed with LING Newyork products. 
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200 30 minutes 

250 60 minutes 

270 60 minutes 

250 60 minutes 

200 60 minutes 

280 75 minutes 

200 30 minutes 
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40 15 minutes 

MANI AND PEDI 

GEL POLISH 
Add a glossy gel polish to complete any mani or pedi service. 

MANICURE 
Hand and nail maintenance essentials including cuticle work, nail 
shape, gel polish and hydrating cream. 

PEDICURE 
An all-encompassing pedicure including hydrating foot soak, cuticle work, 
nail shape and polish by Gel Bottlels 

MENS PEDICURE ESSENTIALS 
Revitalize partied out fatigued feet. Including a complete pedicure, foot peel, 
hydrating foot scrub and reviving foot massage 

MENS MANICURE 
Hand and nail maintenance essentials including cuticle work, nail shape, 
hydrating hand scrub and cream. 

BUILDER GELL 
Rethink your manicure with Builder gel dip game-changing nail colors 
by Gel Bottles 

BIAB INFILL 
Take a pit stop for an express shape, tidy up and polish to the hands or feet. 

SOAK OFF 
FRENCH POLISH 
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SPA GUIDELINES 
SPA GUIDELINES 
Spa services are available for guests ages 16 and older. Access to dressing rooms and FIT is prohibited 
to those under 16 years of age and requires parental supervision for those under 18 years of age. 

RESERVATIONS 
Walk-in appointments are welcome, however guests are encouraged to make arrangements in advance. 
All reservations must be secured with a credit card. To schedule your appointment(s), please call our 
AWAY Spa desk at (+971) 4 245 5700. Guests staying in the property may dial extension 5533 from 
a guest room. 

*Please advise us if you are pregnant or have other signiÿcant health considerations when booking 
your treatments. 

ARRIVAL AND CHECK IN PROCEDURES 
We invite you to use all AWAY Spas features, including sauna, steam room, experience shower and 
whirlpool, before and a˙er spa treatments. We request your arrival at least 20 minutes prior to your 
treatment time, providing you with ample time to check-in and prepare for your spa experience. 

Should your arrival be delayed, please note that your treatment time will be reduced accordingly so 
that we may serve the next guest on time. Late arrival will still result in full charge for your requested 
service, even though your actual treatment time may be reduced We request that you do not bring 
jewellery or valuables to your spa experience. AWAY Spa is not responsible for lost, stolen or misplaced 
items. 

CANCELLATION POLICY 
Your reservations require that we schedule spa Talent and hold appointment times just for you. As a courtesy 
and to avoid charges in full, we require 24-hour notice should you need to change or cancel your reservation. 

OPENING HOURS 
Sundays – Saturdays 10:00 AM TO 10:00 PM 
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